Pearls and pitfalls in experimental models of spreading depression.
Spreading depression (SD) is the electrophysiological substrate of migraine aura and a potential trigger for headache. Since its discovery by Leão in 1944, SD has transformed from being viewed as an epiphenomenon into a therapeutic target relevant in the pathophysiology of migraine and brain injury. Despite decades of research, the underpinnings of SD are still poorly understood, hampering our efforts to selectively block its initiation and spread. Experimental models have nevertheless been useful to measure the likelihood of SD occurrence (i.e. SD susceptibility) and characterize genetic, physiological and pharmacological modulation of SD in search of potential therapies, such as in migraine prophylaxis and stroke. Here, I review experimental SD susceptibility endpoints and surrogates, and minimum essential model requirements to improve their utility in drug screening. A critical reappraisal of strengths and caveats of experimental models of SD susceptibility is needed to set standards and improve data quality, interpretation and reconciliation.